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  First the reference to “community kitchen” is much different than current time. It’s a place of walk 

distance where a persons, a person whether from a different distance or the actual neighborhood can 

go and wash up even entirely & there is no shortage.  

  On slightly deeper thought the term may be referring to persons soon to come-to-be murdered as is 

common in that culture of rampant murders. The stemming off time is approximately the 1810s. A 

strange happening is that there are houses, homes near one another in modern style placement; but 

many households live in differing time realities from one another. & for some at least attributes of one 

time, reality transplaces and-or swaps, with other time-realities.  

  Then there is the problem of dump bowls or pots. The scene displayed of dumping out piss + fecal 

matter as a term I’d at least read about. [example: is in (citation: ) Frank McCourt, Angela’s Ashes] The 
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dump bowls and dump pots are emptied in a high walking area around this specific property. [The re-

enactment of dumping water instead is the point to enter at on a hygiene call; easiest option is a 

charcoal burn required on the mound about x2 a day but it’s worthy considering other options] 

  theme:  [The other thing that was something I forgot to mention was that : t] 

  Another depiction of noticing; are a certain depiction of drab clothing that doesn’t fit general nuances 

of drab; such as drab may refer to … nuns’ and-or monks’ clothing but despite the tradition have a 

certain type willowing type of quality usually.  

 These clothes of drab quality are missing the willowing nuance; and the clothing is worn by what 

appears most of visible society; depictions of drab but in traditional clothes of shorts, cropped pants, 

socks and t-shirts all of them have-ing an uncharacteristically drab quality; such as exposure to a certain 

compound in-the environment. If such a thing could be; and-or perhaps there are other reasons for this 

drab quality. Certainly it is a marker worth investigating to comprehend what it pertains to.  

  [A simple uncontrolled experiment with built entropy would be to don similar clothing and note and as  

necessary investigate the note-s] 

  The other exuberance here that should be marked down is contact from the different time-realities 

with a neighborhood religious community which somehow is related to the initials of a neighborhood 

school in present time where portions of the recordings are displayed [in public and are almost 

interactive]. Are the meetings in a religious community building during certain sequences of date, year/ 

no year; and are all such meetings happening at only assigned dates, years/ no year. If so this is the 

modality/ a modality of time-travel through art criminology. How-so one might manifest such an 

exchange. Look out for in your space-time.  

 


